Two seemingly contradictory aspects have marked art's appreciation -and aesthetic appreciation in general. While an experience of pleasure seems to ground judgments of aesthetic value, some artworks seem to gain our praise by the very negative -unpleasant -experience they provoke. Known as the paradox of negative emotions, aestheticians have, at least since Aristotle, tried to deal with these cases and offer different explanations of the phenomenon. In this article, María José Alcaraz León does not directly offer an alternative explanation; rather she focuses on the apparent tension between an understanding of aesthetic experience in terms of a certain kind of pleasure and the negative aspect that is necessarily involved in our appreciation of painful art. The purpose of her article is to show that cases of artistic appreciation that involve negative emotions do not need to give up on the idea that aesthetic value is ultimately grounded upon an experience of pleasure.
María José Alcaraz León
At least since Hume's essay "Of Tragedy," 2 a great amount of solutions have been offered in order to dissipate or at least diminish the force of the puzzle and to properly locate the negative experience usually associated with the appreciation of these works within a cogent characterization of aesthetic experience. 3 Roughly, these accounts can be divided into two groups. On the one hand, there are those which try to explain how the negative emotional response does not preclude a more general positive experience (either because the negative is to some extent transformed into some positive experience 4 or because it essentially contributes to the presence of some positive aspect) 5 ; and, on the other hand, there are proposals which hold we should give up the idea that aesthetic experience or aesthetic value are primarily linked to pleasure 6 -thus solving the puzzle by rejecting the idea (i).
In this article, I would like to explore the possibility of keeping the full negative character of so-called negative emotions within the structure of aesthetic experience without renouncing the idea that aesthetic experience is to be mainly understood in terms of pleasure. Since I would like to keep the negative aspect as part of the aesthetic experience, I cannot afford alternative explanations of the puzzle which, so to say, transform the negative into the positive; or that provide an explanation of the puzzle which attach some cognitive or moral value to the negative emotion.
As I see it, just in virtue of attaching some further non-aesthetic value to the negative response does not solve the problem. What is needed is an explanation that illuminates the puzzling cases where the negative emotion makes the experience afforded by a work aesthetically better, and not simply cognitively greater. That is, if we want to explain the puzzle without giving up any of the claims that seemingly cause it, we need an explanation which leaves room for the idea that the aesthetic rewarding experience is partly the result of experiencing those negative emotions.
The proposal I would like to defend is grounded on some conception of aesthetic reflection as the process upon which aesthetic judgment and experience are based. I think that a proper understanding of the dynamics of aesthetic reflection can make it possible for some negative aspects to play an essential role in determining an overall aesthetic experience without renouncing the idea that the mark of aesthetic value, as the value that typically aesthetic experiences affords, is an experience of pleasure.
Thus, I believe that a closer look at what aesthetic experience is, and how it results from aesthetic reflection, may help us to see why this puzzle of the negative emotions and aesthetic value is only apparent. Although I cannot offer a full picture of aesthetic reflection here, I think that paying attention to some established features of this particular sort of reflective activity -at least since Kant's characterization of the reflective judgment -can provide some hints to dissolve the puzzle.
Nevertheless, before laying out my own proposal I will mention some of the most prominent solutions to the problem of negative emotions and aesthetic value, 7 and I will briefly point to some problems, which I think make them insufficient explanations.
SOME PROPOSALS TO SOLVE THE PUZZLE
Although I cannot offer here a full revision of the different proposals which have been offered in order to explain away the paradox, I would like to point to some of the arguments and explanations that have been aiming at solving this problem. However, as I will try to show, I think that the proposals revised in this section are either insufficient, or they misallocate the source of pleasure, or they involve completely giving up on the idea of pleasure as being characteristic to aesthetic value.
As it has become a classic starting point in this debate we could begin with Hume's solution to the paradox -or at least some established, accepted reading of his solution. Hume's solution is usually referred to as the conversion solution, for he claims that the pleasure of tragedy can be understood in terms of the transformation of negative feelings into positive ones through the power of the beauty and eloquence of the poet's words. 8
According to Hume, then, the negative feelings triggered by the represented events are converted into positive sentiments through the pleasure derived from the formal features of the representation.
Although this view has the virtue of acknowledging the role of the representational medium in the viewer's response, I think it fails to solve the problem for several reasons. First, no story is offered in order to explain how this transformation of feeling occurs. Why should one sentiment (the positive one which derives from the beauty of the representation) overpower the other (the negative one elicited by the painful events)? Why should one kind of feeling subdue the other? There is no reason to believe this must be so or, if it were the case that the two contrasting effects (one positive and the other negative) are triggered by a work, that one of them necessarily overcomes the other.
Moreover, this solution also seems to undermine the role that the negative affect plays in the alleged pleasure that these paradoxical works elicit. For the core of the paradox is precisely that the pain derived from these works is not dissolved or overcome, but remains an essential component of this very peculiar kind of pleasure that we find puzzling. In fact, Hume himself seems to be aware of this. 9
Finally, a further problem with Hume's view is that it could only work for representational art forms where the eloquence and rhetorical effects could diminish and, allegedly convert, the negative feelings into positive ones. However, it would leave unexplained why we also find paradoxical the experience of negative emotions, such as sadness or melancholy, in non-representational artworks, such as music. 10 A second, straightforward way to dissolve the paradox would be to hold that there are no real (negative or positive) emotions involved in our appreciation of artworks, 11 or that the emotions experienced, albeit possessing some negative qualitative aspect, are not fully experienced as negative. One recent defence of a solution to the paradox along this line is Cain Todd's proposal. 12 According to both versions of the idea that emotions felt towards fictional events are not real or at least fully-fledged emotions, the reason for the attenuated character of emotions elicited by works of art is that the viewer never loses awareness of the fictional character of the events to which she responds. Thus, the canonical intentional state towards what is represented in a novel or film is not one of belief but of make-believe; and hence we do not respond with crude, real emotions, towards that content precisely because we know that the things represented in the work are not real. Rather, since we merely imagine that the things are as they are represented by the work, we feel emotional states that, while phenomenologically similar to real emotions, are experienced in an attenuated manner. This, in turn, makes it possible that our sadness towards fictional contents is not experienced as harmfully as real sadness and hence it could contribute to the overall pleasure that gives the work its value.
Although it may be true that not all of the alleged negative emotions felt towards painful art need to be strongly experienced or felt in a way that mirrors the unbearable character of some ordinary negative feelings, I think this solution partly reduces the appeal of the paradox by diminishing one of its premises' strengths; that is, by rejecting that we feel genuine painful emotions towards certain works of art. Certainly, if the emotional states we typically feel when appreciating works of art are not as vivid or real as ordinary emotions, the air of paradox easily vanishes. Remember that the paradox arose precisely because we seem to experience a great pleasure with works, which also cause negative feelings in us; so, if we get rid of the force of the unpleasant character of our emotional responses altogether, the air of paradox would consequently fade out.
However, I think we should at least attempt at taking the paradox seriously in its own terms without weakening any of the claims that give rise to it. That is, we should not assume that emotional responses to art are to be less intense or vivid than real emotions.
In fact, if we pay attention to some behaviour that appreciators typically exhibit when responding emotionally to artworks, we have reasons to think that in many cases the emotions felt are experienced as vividly as real ones.
Moreover, I think both Walton and Todd could only be said to offer a partial solution to the problem for, as we have pointed out above against Hume's solution, the reason why they both think that the emotions felt towards art are more endurable than ordinary negative emotions is that they think they are responses to imagined fictional contents. In this sense their explanation would only work in cases where representational works of art or fictional works trigger the negative emotions. They would leave unexplained the case of experiencing negative emotions in response to musical works or in response to other non-representational arts.
A third popular explanation has appealed to some sort of positive value which is only obtained if the viewer undergoes the alleged negative experience triggered by the work. According to this view, 13 the work's positive value (usually understood in terms of cognitive value) partly relies upon the work's ability to elicit some negative or unpleasant experience in the viewer. Thus, it is by virtue of undergoing the unpleasant feelings caused by the work that the viewer attains some further positive value. This line of response has been usually concocted in relation to Aristotle's view of the pleasures of tragedy and it has been extended to other kinds of typically painful genres or works. Thus, for example, although tragic events cause horror and pity in the audience, there is a further cognitive reward that is attained by purging -and maybe clarifying -those emotions. Accordingly, the reason that helps us to reconcile the negative emotions caused by the work with the value we attach to it is that the negative affective response plays a necessary role in the work's possessing some further positive cognitive value. It is by virtue of this further value achieved through painful experience that we can find value in it.
Although this explanation can work in some cases, I think it cannot provide a sufficient general explanation for the puzzle we are trying to clarify. First, there are cases where there is no clear cognitive benefit involved; 14 or, if there is, it may be of a very general kind, or one the audience may have been acquainted with before engaging with the work. 15 Besides, I think that this kind of response can only explain why the negative experience or emotions caused by the work can cause some further pleasure at the cost of instrumentalizing these negative affective responses.
Contrariwise, I think we should try to explain the paradox without accepting that the only way in which something negative can contribute to the overall value of a work is through its serving as a vehicle for some further positive cognitive value. It seems that not all cases of the paradox fit within this pattern and that a non-instrumental role could be, in principle, identified in order to solve the puzzle.
A fourth solution has been offered which also tries to diminish the air of paradox by weakening the idea that aesthetic value should be basically understood in terms of pleasure. Hence, this solution elaborates on a notion of aesthetic value, which is not exhausted by the notion of aesthetic pleasure but may include other aspects such as a work's being attention-calling, absorbing, appealing, or mesmerizing. 16 Thus, in thinking about the value that some experiences of disgust in art may possess, C. Korsmeyer (2011) has defended the idea that we should embrace a broader view of aesthetic value; one which may both include pleasure as well as other valuable but not necessarily pleasurable feelings, such as disgust.
Here the strategy is not so much to diminish the negative affective quality of the experience triggered by the work but to redefine aesthetic value in such a way that its nature does not conflict with those works which typically elicit unpleasant feelings. According to this last proposal, the paradox precisely arises because we have implicitly endorsed a hedonic view of aesthetic value. However, following Ridley (2003), if we reject the hedonic view, there is no puzzle to solve when confronting works whose very artistic value seems to be grounded on the negative feelings they elicit. In a nonhedonic view of value, painful artworks or works that typically cause negative feelings need not pose any puzzle to the question of aesthetic value. If we embrace a broad view of aesthetic value and if we get rid of the idea that pleasure must be an essential ingredient of aesthetic value, these works would no longer pose any puzzle.
Although it may be true that the notion of aesthetic value has sometimes been conceived under a narrow hedonic light, I think we should at least attempt to preserve a notion of aesthetic value, which does not completely divorce itself from some notion of a pleasurable experience or response. The reason why I think some form of pleasure must be at the core of our notion of aesthetic value is that it seems that, even in the paradoxical examples, or maybe particularly in these cases, the problem we seem to be dealing with necessarily involves some appeal to pleasure. By getting rid of pleasure as a key feature of aesthetic value, we get rid of the paradox as well, but I think that we do so at the price of distorting what puzzled us in the first place.
Before concluding this section in which I have tried to review some of the alternative proposals that have been offered to solve the paradox, I would like to mention one view of aesthetic value, which contains some of the ingredients that I think we should preserve, although, as I will try to show, my proposal also departs from this. This view, which can be derived from Adorno's thought on aesthetics, 17 could be located in between the third and fourth alternatives spelled out above, but I think it also distinguishes itself from them in crucial respects. For this reason, I think it deserves to be mentioned on its own.
In his complex view of aesthetic value in Aesthetic Theory, Adorno establishes a strong connection between artistic value and aesthetic discomfort in modern art. The negative character of aesthetic value is, in turn, grounded on the historical development of both art and society. That is, the need to reclaim a disturbing aesthetic quality as the grounding value of art derives from the acknowledgment that the realm of society, or history, has proved to be the source of massive pain. The history of the twentieth century is, in Adorno's diagnosis, a history of massacres and corpses, a history, therefore, where there is no legitimate place for beauty or pleasure. It is then by its relationship to society that art's nature becomes entangled with aesthetic displeasure or disturbance.
Contemporary art can truly reflect the painful condition of modern society only by eliciting disturbing experiences or by frustrating our aesthetic expectations. In this sense, aesthetic value becomes necessarily identified with a negative experience, one in which the viewer experiences the failure to grasp or understand, to make aesthetic sense of, the work's meaning. This aesthetic dissatisfaction becomes, then, the true mark of genuine art, for it reminds us of the real suffering that overshadows contemporary society.
Thus, in Adorno's view, not only does negative experience become the key notion for aesthetic value, pleasure itself becomes alien or even contrary to aesthetic value. Works of art that succeed in producing a pleasurable experience in the viewer are deceitful and both artistically and aesthetically bad following this diagnosis.
Adorno's rejection of a characterization of aesthetic value in terms of pleasure is intimately linked to his dialectical view on the relationship between art and reality. Only artworks that elicit struggle and distress, and which make their full apprehension difficult for the spectator, can escape the trivializing and deceitful effects of beauty. 18 A key aspect of Adorno's view -even if his view is not directly concerned with the alleged paradox we are dealing with in this article -is that he locates displeasure -or at least, confusion and bewilderment -at the core of aesthetic value. In his view this is not only non-paradoxical but also historically required. 19 Moreover, his notion of aesthetic value is not just the reverse of beauty but it contains the elements that explain why there is value in painful art: By frustrating the viewer's expectations and by precluding her attempts to make (aesthetic) sense of what she contemplates, the work elicits reflection and makes the viewer become aware of the impossibility of reconciliation. The more successful the work is in provoking a disturbing experience the higher its artistic value and artistic truth. The rejection of pleasure at the core of aesthetic value should not be merely understood as the defence of a new aesthetics of the ugly or the disgusting. Adorno is not concerned with aesthetic properties as such. Rather, his interest focuses upon the value of a kind of aesthetic experience whose articulation precludes an easy understanding and, hence, pleasure. Artistic value becomes characterized precisely in terms of a work's achievement in leaving the spectator perplexed. 20 Although Adorno's view can be considered as a robust attempt to define aesthetic value in negative terms or in terms that give a central role to negative experiences, I think we should not completely give up on the idea that aesthetic value is connected to some form of aesthetic pleasure, or with the possibility of making aesthetic sense of even what may be characterized as disconcerting or disturbing.
In this sense, although I think Adorno's view of negative aesthetics can provide some insight into the value attached to negative experiences in art, I think we can still preserve, if minimally, a notion of aesthetic value that is connected to aesthetic pleasure -even when this pleasure might need to be understood in complex ways.
In order to support this idea I will in the following section turn to some features of aesthetic experience as described by Kant, which I think may help us to see why there is no need to give up completely on the idea that aesthetic experience is linked to pleasure in order to account for the place that negative experiences may have in the constitution of aesthetic value. aesthetic experience is one of the forms in which we exercise our faculty of judgment -the faculty of judgment being the faculty through which we place or synthesize some perceptual manifold under a universal -the use of this faculty in aesthetic contexts is carried on in an a-conceptual manner. This, in Kant's terminology, means that the resulting synthesis from the operations that our judgmental capacities produce does not correspond to any concept or rule. That is, our faculties synthesize the perceptual manifold without referring that synthesis to any concept or universal.
Nevertheless, Kant thinks that aesthetic judgments exhibit what he calls "merely formal purposiveness" or "the form of purpose". If perceiving an object under a concept is to perceive its form as related to a particular purpose, in aesthetic experience we experience the form of the object "as if" it were governed by some purpose but without referring that form to any particular purpose or concept. This is also the reason why in the aesthetic judgment the free play of the Imagination and the Understanding is involved.
Given that no concept or rule is involved, the Imagination freely produces a synthesis which does not correspond to any concept but that is still experienced with pleasure. In this sense, the idea of a merely formal purposiveness as the perceptual content of aesthetic judgment allows Kant to introduce some sense of finality, or normativity, which asserts itself in spite of the lack of concepts or rules. In Kant's own words: "the mere form of purposiveness in the representation through which an object is given to us, insofar as we are conscious of it, can constitute the satisfaction that we judge, without a concept, to be universally communicable, and hence determining ground of the judgment of taste." ( § 11, p. 106). Aesthetic judgments are thus judgments that establish the normative character of a particular formal synthesis -which has been achieved through the free play of the Understanding and the Imagination -through the disinterested pleasure 25 that results from experiencing the normative character of that synthesis. Even though the judgment of beauty is based upon the subjective feeling of pleasure it makes a claim to universality -that is, to its validity for everyone -precisely in virtue of its disinterested character.
Although this is an extremely brief summary of Kant's view, I think that some of the key features of his view on aesthetic judgment can be helpful in order to delineate a possible solution to our initial puzzle. First, we have seen that if the aesthetic judgment or the judgment of taste is one through which we establish that a particular object necessarily elicits aesthetic pleasure, it seems that we cannot coherently attribute aesthetic worth to an object or artwork while denying the experience through which we experience the object as aesthetically worthy or one of pleasure. It seems conceptually impossible to ascribe aesthetic value or to endorse an aesthetic judgment, in Kant's sense, without experiencing the sort of disinterested pleasure that Kant has introduced as the mark of aesthetic value. In this sense, at least within a Kantian framework we cannot account for aesthetic value without accepting the fundamental role of pleasure. If this sort of pleasure does not accompany the affective response towards a particular a-conceptual synthesis, we cannot feel legitimated to proclaim its aesthetic worth or beauty.
However, as I will try to argue, endorsing this view and the emphasis on pleasure it carries with it, does not preclude that some negative qualities are experienced as part of the synthetic whole that grounds aesthetic pleasure; a work may be made out of a plurality of elements or features (both positive and negative). Individually taken, some of these features may be of a negative quality in the sense that they can provoke typical negative responses. However, the negative character of some of the particulars involved in the synthetic whole do not necessarily prevent that whole from being experienced as pleasurable. In fact, the negative aspect may play an important role in the configuration or synthesis that we experience with pleasure, so that if we deprive the object of it, the whole experience would be transformed for the worse.
To illustrate this with a simple example: a pattern of sound that may be experienced negatively can be precisely what makes sense within a particular musical work, thus making the overall experience aesthetically valuable. A musical example to illustrate this could be certain out-of-tune fragments that we can listen to in Shostakovitch's Symphony No. 10. Although when taken in isolation these fragments seem to cause displeasure, their relationship to the rest of the symphony allows them to be experienced as fitting or adequate, and hence as contributing to the overall pleasure the symphony seems to elicit and which leads to our aesthetic praise.
Similarly, narrative artworks may exploit the force of some negative qualities while making the overall narrative experience pleasurable or worth experiencing. In this sense, it seems that the presence of negative qualities in an artwork or object does not necessarily prevent the object as a "mere purposiveness," in In fact, some works which intentionally and assertively exhibit negative properties do so in a way that results in what can be described as aesthetic success, thus provoking a more disturbing overall experience. Works such as Piss Christ (Andrés Serrano, 1987) or photographs by Mapplethorpe or Cindy Sherman can be good examples of how the display of negative qualities and the corresponding negative affective response they trigger may be an essential part of the overall aesthetic worth we find in these works.
The disturbing effect of, for example, C. Sherman's self-portraits in the series Untitled Film Stills (1978) is part of the reason why we attach great aesthetic success to them. They are aesthetically good precisely because of the anxious feeling they seem to elicit and without which the work would be aesthetically poorer.
Although some would be reluctant to talk about pleasure simpliciter in these cases and have tried to find other terms of praise which avoid the terminology related to the notion of pleasure, I think these works deserve our praise precisely because they are able to make us experience their elements as fitting or coherent (or as making sense). This experience, which relates to the form of the object -the disposition and the relationship of its elements -to a feeling of pleasure is what, following Kant, constitutes the basis of aesthetic judgment.
These cases seem to confirm that negative emotions or experiences might be crucial aspects of art's appreciation while preserving the idea that aesthetic value is still a matter of experiencing a particular, disinterested, sort of pleasure. A pleasure that cannot be understood merely as a function of the emotions or experiences the artwork elicits in the spectator, but as one whose canonical basis concerns the way in which the constitutive elements of the work are put together. Goya's pathetic outlook or Sherman's disgusting images are not simply pathetic or disgusting. They gather these qualities within a broader artistic project whose presentation deserves the viewer's applause. This, I think, is the best explanation for the alleged paradox that art that typically elicits negative experiences presents for a pleasure-based view of aesthetic value. We do not need to get rid of the negative experience or transform it into something positive. Rather we need to acknowledge the role it can play within a broader aesthetic complex: a role that could not be simply performed by a different sort of emotion or experience and, perhaps, without which aesthetic pleasure could not have arisen.
Another way of showing how the positive or negative valence of some qualities does not necessarily solely determine a work's aesthetic value -for this only depends upon the formal relation of those qualities -is to look at examples which we will describe as aesthetic failures in spite of the fact that their constitutive elements may all be of a positive character. Kitsch works can illustrate this, for example. Kitsch artworks or objects are usually "pretty" in the sense that they usually feed on positive qualities such as terse surfaces, mild, pastel, colours, or soft shapes. However, we condemn them aesthetically because the experience they offer is poor and therefore aesthetically unsuccessful. In Kantian terms, kitsch will fail to elicit a proper aesthetic judgment or an aesthetic experience because it would not give rise to the free play of the Imagination and the Understanding in a rich way. As the case of kitsch art confirms, aesthetic value neither depends, nor derives from the particular valence of the particular features involved in the constitution of an aesthetic whole. Rather, it is grounded on the feeling of pleasure, which derives from experiencing that a particular aesthetic whole is consistent or possesses the mere form of purpose that stimulates the free play of the Understanding and the Imagination.
Before summarizing the proposed solution to the problem or puzzle of the negative emotions and aesthetic value, I would like to introduce a couple of remarks that may be pointed out which are against this proposal.
First, it could be said that nothing of the view proposed could help us to understand why it is the case that we sometimes experience pleasure in experiencing painful emotions through art. And that, to that extent, I have failed to address the puzzle of negative emotions in the sense that I have offered no explanation of the phenomenon that seems to trigger the puzzle in the first place.
Although I think this is true of my proposal, I think my aim has not been so much to address the problem of how pleasure can derive from negative emotions but how aesthetic pleasure can obtain in spite of the presence of negative emotions involved in the work's characteristic experience. In this sense, I have left unresolved the question of how certain negative emotions can also be experienced as pleasurable (maybe in art as well as in life). As I pointed out at the beginning, I have concentrated on the conflict there seems to be between a view of aesthetic value based on pleasure and our finding value in works that typically arouse problematic emotions -and whose aesthetic value seems therefore problematized if we try to deal with it in terms of pleasure. My aim has been to show that there is no need to give up on the idea that aesthetic pleasure is at the core of aesthetic value when we face cases where the paradox of negative emotions seems to be exemplified.
Secondly, it may seem that given the framework proposed, nothing could, in principle, prevent some strongly negative features from being constitutive of aesthetic value or that, as it has been often put, "everything could be experienced aesthetically." That is, it seems to follow from this proposal that in spite of the strong negative character of the qualities embodied in an artwork, it might be possible to experience the work as aesthetically valuable. My view here is that a sensible answer to this question cannot be provided in the absence of empirical evidence. I think that the answer that would follow from Kant's view on aesthetic judgment is that there are no a priori limits for the sort of properties that can enter into the free play of the faculties that constitutes aesthetic pleasure. 27 However, it may be a matter of how precisely certain properties enter into an aesthetic relation that determines whether they can or cannot be experienced from an aesthetic point of view.
And this, given the necessarily particular character of the aesthetic synthesis, is something that can hardly be established a priori. In this sense, I think it is possible that some properties, especially when they are experienced in a literal way, frustrate our attempt to aesthetically make sense of a particular work. But my impression here is that the resistance to aesthetic sense or the aesthetic frustration experienced towards these works is more related to the literalness through which some of their properties are given to us. 28
In this sense, while I do not believe everything can be experienced aesthetically or as provoking a significant aesthetic experience, I do not think it is impossible that some clearly negative qualities can greatly contribute to aesthetic value.
CONCLUSION
In this article I have tried to defend the view that a notion of aesthetic value based on pleasure can stand even when distinctive examples of good art involve experiencing negative feelings. In this sense, I have not addressed the issue of how it is possible to experience pleasure out of enduring difficult emotions (which I think may be a matter which requires psychological explanation). Rather, I have concentrated upon how a notion of aesthetic value that is intimately connected to a pleasurable response can deal with cases in which the work's typical emotional response seems to be negative or involve negative feelings. Given this delimitation of the problem, I have tried to show why some of the solutions to the puzzle seem inadequate. While some tend to attenuate the negative aspect involved in order to explain the resulting pleasurable experience, others put the emphasis on the negative emotional response at the cost of giving up a pleasure-based notion of aesthetic value.
My aim has been to show we can do justice to both aspects without giving up on the idea that aesthetic value is necessarily linked to an experience of pleasure.
In order to defend this approach I have made use of Kant's view on aesthetic reflection and aesthetic judgment. I think his emphasis on the ideas of disinterested pleasure at the representation of a mere formal purposiveness through the free play of the Imagination and the Understanding provides the very elements we need in order to grant a place for different sorts of qualities, both positive and negative, while preserving the core idea that aesthetic value is based upon pleasure.
An aesthetic experience can be considered to be valuable if pleasure results from experiencing the synthetic process -which is carried out freely, without any conceptual restraint -of aesthetic reflection. Thus, the felt pleasure is evidence of the consistency with which a particular formal arrangement is experienced. What matters is that the synthesis resulting from the free play of the faculties -or, aesthetic reflection -is experienced as pleasurable or with pleasure.
This suggests that the qualities or properties that may be experienced may possess different valences and need not be positive themselves. What matters is not whether a work possesses more or less negative qualities, but the way in which these qualities are presented to us, and are grasped in aesthetic reflection. A work may be pleasurably sombre if its sombreness contributes to an aesthetic synthesis (that is, an a-conceptual but articulated whole), which is experienced with pleasure. In a sense, the negative or positive valence of particular properties of a work may be irrelevant for determining whether the work is aesthetically valuable -i.e., pleasurable. Notice that aesthetic pleasure is not even granted by the presence of exclusively positive properties. If we look, for example, at works which are condemned, such as kitsch, it is easy to see that the sum of pleasing qualities do not amount to aesthetic value. For kitsch -if it is experienced as kitsch -does not issue in aesthetic pleasure, but in aesthetic discontent.
Thus, if the aesthetic synthesis resulting from the free play of the faculties is experienced with pleasure, the aesthetic judgment will be positive, however other negative qualities may be involved.
If these negative qualities are constituents of an overall pleasurable synthesis, they do not need to challenge the idea that aesthetic value is grounded in pleasure. This does not involve rejecting the negative quality of those properties or the negative emotions that may be elicited by them. In fact, it may be the case that a particular aesthetic synthesis is pleasurable in the way it is precisely because Talon 
